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Love of the share market leads to
emerging funds management firm
AMANDA BOWES-DURAND
For those interested in the sharemarkets and how to make serious
wealth from them, an intriguing
new option has appeared on the
New Zealand investment scene
- this is the intense world of equities-based hedge fund investment.
Hedge funds, legendary across the
world for their concentrated welltimed calls on the sharemarket and
the money they’ve made for their
investor base, were described in a
recent study as the ‘smart money’
in the markets.
Quickly gaining an increasingly
high profile driving this investment trend in New Zealand, is
Bernard Whimp and his Australasian hedge fund startup, Chance
Voight Investment Partners Limited (CVI Partners).
Setting up CVI Partners back in
2018 with offices in Melbourne,
Auckland and with an administrative back-office in the South
Island, Bernard was looking to
capitalise on almost a decade
of experience as a professional
investor in companies listed on
the Australian share market (the
ASX).
He concentrates on the ASX, as
experience has shown him that in
this part of the world that’s where
many of the best share market
money-making opportunities are.

So how did CVI come about?
“Well,” Bernard says, “It’s really
about the sheer joy of doing what
you love day and night”.
A decade ago, Bernard wanted
to test a theory. He made a quick
fortune by making offers to buy
shares directly from shareholders
in companies listed on the NZ
Stock Exchange.
At Christmas time in 2010, he
launched a series of audacious
off-market offers which saw him
pick up a profit of almost $4
million in a matter of months, all
kicked off with an initial $7,000
investment. Daring to do something different made lots of money.
Bernard then relocated to the
tropical Pacific tax haven of Vanuatu, where, from his apartment
in Port Vila, he looked down on
what some have described as “the
prettiest harbour in the Pacific’.
Here, he set to work studying the
Australian share market in great
depth and working as a professional investor.
The time away allowed him to
develop a deep understanding of
what shares to buy, when to buy
them and how much to pay. To
most people, the share market can
be a bewildering array of unfathomable numbers – Bernard sees it
in fine granular detail.

“We’re aiming to compound investor
capital at 20% per annum or better
over multiple years”
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Christchurch lawyer and friend, Paul Currie, has this to say
about Bernard: “I have never met anyone who has the share
market understanding and insights that Bernard does. He’s
very approachable and exceptionally interesting to talk to.”
The ASX, with its 2000 companies, provides the opportunity
to be incredibly selective when
buying shares. Most years, he
is able to identify a handful of
terrific opportunities to invest in.
The NZX in comparison has only
about 160 listed companies.
The share market is essentially
a treasure hunt, he says. “We’re
really more like a private equity
investment firm operating in listed
markets with all the advantages of
the buy and sell ability that listed
markets provide but without the
tortuous negotiations on purchase
that private equity requires.”
The cornerstone of our investment view is that we aim to never
spend an investor dollar unless
we believe that we’re getting at
least two dollars of value for it.
We utilise our analytical skills,
experience and contrarian instincts
to unearth share market bargains
that meet this criteria.
”As a firm, we hunt for situations
where we can obtain substantial
value for nothing, where we can
buy a stake in a worthwhile business that is worth a lot more than
the price we are paying.”
If the shares of a worthwhile
business are changing hands at a

bargain price, then Bernard will be
giving it his full attention. “We’re
not inclined to invest in anything
unless we think the share price is
capable of doubling within two
years.”
Bernard focuses on finding free
value and building a concentrated
position in which ever company
it might be, then holding that
position until the thesis plays out.
After talking with him for a while,
one starts to think what a calm
and elegant way CVI’s investment
process is to make money.
He doesn’t rate most of what
goes on around investment in the
share market at all. “it’s essential
in a hedge fund to establish an
unconventional investment style.
You’re not likely to make much
money doing what everyone else
does, as the saying goes - You’ve
got to be different and you’ve got
to be right!”
He says that investors need
to understand that hedge fund
investment is not playing around
like Sharesies or passive index
style investing like Kiwisaver,
it’s concentrated high conviction,
deep value stock picking with the
unabashed objective of making a
fortune.

As Bernard says, “I’m looking
to build on the knowledge and
experience I’ve accumulated,
to create life changing wealth
for investors, we’re aiming to
compound investor capital at 20%
per annum or better over multiple
years. We’re not reinventing the
wheel in doing this. These types
of returns are typical of good
Australian hedge fund operations,
it’s just that you’ve probably never
heard of them and no one’s ever
offered you access to one in New
Zealand.
For anyone interested in
following CVI’s progress or
becoming an investor, Bernard
recommends that as a first step,
they call or email CVI’s investor
enquiries specialist, Irina Sharipova to sign up to receive CVI’s
free monthly investment newsletter which explains Bernard’s
unique approach to share market
investment.
Christchurch lawyer and friend,
Paul Currie, has this to say about
Bernard:
“I have never met anyone who
has the share market understanding and insights that Bernard does.
He’s very approachable and exceptionally interesting to talk to.”

CVI Partners Chief Investment Officer (CIO), Bernard Whimp
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What is a Hedge Fund?

FULL DETAILS ON THE RETURN AND INVESTMENT ARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE INFORMATION MEMORANDUM.
CVI FINANCIAL LIMITED IS A MEMBER OF ASX EQUITIES
INVESTMENT GROUP, CHANCE VOIGHT INVESTMENT
PARTNERS LIMITED.
For further information about investment in the
CVI Financial Limited high yield interest rate offer
please call or email Chance Voight’s investor
enquiries specialist, Irina Sharipova on on
0800 797 799 or investors@chancevoight.com
Investment in this fund is only available to wholesale and eligible
investors in accordance with the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013.
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BERNARD WHIMP
Traditionally a hedge fund usually referred
to a type of share market investment fund
that held investments that were both ‘long’
and ‘short’ positions, a long position being
a holding the investment firm believes will
rise in value and a short position being a
holding the firm thinks will fall (money can
be made in both directions). The expression
‘hedge fund’ has expanded these days
outside the area of listed equities to
sometimes include investments in other
asset classes or to involve share investing
in a particularly incisive and concentrated
manner utilising a high conviction approach
– such as allocating 50% of its available
investment capital to its 5 best ideas.
To summarise, you could say, that a hedge
fund is a pool of money contributed by
investors and run by a fund manager whose
goal is to maximise returns and minimise risk.

FREE
SHAREMARKET
NEWSLETTER!
Now you too can be part of
the world of hedge funds
and serious share investing!
Gain insights into the thought
processes and investment
mindset used by many of
the world’s most successful
hedge fund managers to create
fortunes for their investors
– insights not commonly
available anywhere else in
New Zealand! Understand how
high conviction, deep value,
concentrated sharemarket
investment takes place – and
follow the sharemarket moves
and progress of Chance Voight
as it builds an outstanding New
Zealand based investment
business in the Australian Stock
Market.

CVI Partners, South Island
back-office premises
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“Hedge Fund investment is not
playing around like Sharesies
or passive index style investing
like Kiwisaver, it’s concentrated,
high conviction, deep value,
stock picking with the unabashed
objective of making a fortune.”
“Never spending an investor dollar
unless we believe that we’re getting
at least two dollars of value for it”.

ne of the things that attracted me to the Australian share market
was that I’d watch these companies that at some point during a
year would end up trading at twice the price they had traded at,
at some other time of the year and it seemed incredible (and full
of possibilities) to me that there could be something like 100% variance
in the value of a major business over 12 months or so. You don’t usually
find this variance in any other asset class, but you can imagine how
much money could be made if, for instance, houses and farms changed
hands at half their realistic value at some point of the year. In no time at
all you’d get onto the idea of buying them at their low point and selling at
the high point and you might well not bother to do anything else in life,
you’d be making lots of money and having a good time. Well, that’s how
I see the share market.
If you can find a smooth and repetitive way to turn $1 into $2 and
then do it on a large scale (share markets offer this opportunity) then the
chances are, you’re likely to prosper.
Of course, you’ve got to know what to buy, when to buy it and how
much to pay for it. To be successful you have to be incredibly selective
and capable of forming an independent view of what a company is worth.
You’ve got to assemble a calm, analytical insightful understanding
where you’re unaffected by the market ‘noise’ that always surrounds
companies and share prices.
It never ceases to amaze me the cheap assets (company shares) to
be had from share markets. Some of these companies can go on to be
worth many times what you paid for them in a few short years. Nothing
else I’ve ever come across offers such opportunity, so often, at such
discounted prices.
Then there’s the liquidity (that’s the ability to buy and sell these
assets). Liquidity is usually available. You’re not locked in to owning
anything. If you like what you’ve bought you can add to it any day of the
working week by tapping on a keyboard. If you decide you don’t like it,
you can sell it as easily as you bought it. In this business I like to say that
you never have a problem because if you own something and your view
changes, you just sell it all in the morning, problem gone!
Is share market investment risky?
This is a question I’m often asked, I can’t speak on behalf of
other funds but our view is that risk often attaches to buying popular
expensive shares without paying attention to the underlying value
of the company that you are buying the shares in. At Chance Voight
we very much think that the price you pay relative to the value you
get, matters. It’s true that due to changes in market conditions or a
company’s performance share prices can move both up and down
but it’s at this point you need to understand the concept of price vs
value - the price of a share may decline but the value of the company
may stay as it was or even increase. (If you’re confident about the
underlying value and have a positive view of the company’s future then
you won’t be troubled by a temporary share price decline). With our
investment style we’re looking to benefit from any general market sell
downs by deploying cash held on the side lines to buy up the shares of
our favourite companies at cheaper than usual prices.

Invest in the CVI Partners
Master Fund
Chance Voight Investment Partners Limited’s Australian
Stock Exchange (ASX) bargain hunting hedge fund
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TERMS FROM 12 – 36 MONTHS,
INTEREST PAID QUARTERLY

BERNARD WHIMP

Call or email Irina today
– 0800 797 799 or
investors@chancevoight.
com to receive your free
monthly edition

INVESTMENT PARTNERS LIMITED

A VALUE FOCUSED, RESEARCH DRIVEN
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT FIRM

TARGETED
RETURN
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*Targeted return averaged over a
multiyear period. Returns will vary
from year to year. Targeted
return is after fees and before
tax. Minimum investment
term applies.
Investment in this fund is
only available to wholesale
and eligible investors in
accordance with the
Financial Markets
Conduct Act 2013.
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To register your interest to invest in the CVI
Partners Master Fund please call Chance Voight’s
investor enquiries specialist, Irina Sharipova.

Call or email
today 0800 797 799 or

investors@chancevoight.com

DISCLAIMER: CVI Partners Master Fund Limited is considering making an offer of
financial products in New Zealand. No money is currently being sought. No Financial
products can currently be applied for or acquired. No fund has yet been formed. Details
of the risks and assumptions for the CVI Partners Master Fund will be set out in detail in
the information memorandum if and when the investment is offered. Any offer will be made in
accordance with the New Zealand Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013. No indication of interest will
involve an obligation or commitment to acquire a financial product.

DISCLAIMER: This feature is intended to provide general information only. It does not take into account your investment needs or personal circumstances.
It is not intended to be viewed as investment or financial advice and should not be taken as such.

